FACES in PLACES

Been somewhere awesome lately and want to see yourself in our Faces in Places section? Email your high-res photo to: uwbalumn@uw.edu.

1. Melissa Sinclair, left (MEd ’10), taking in the sights in Phuket, Thailand.
2. Marvin Eng (BUS ’15) just “hanging out” in Cancun, Mexico.
3. Melanie Gohn, left, (MEd ’12) celebrates her 40th birthday with friends in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.
4. Hillary U (IAS ’10) and Peter Freeman (IAS ’08, MACS ’11) say “hello” to the royal family at Buckingham Palace.
5. Jeehoon Paik, left (IAS ’14) and Darrel Yung (EE ’13), reconnecting in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
7. Anna Wescott, right (IAS ’14), on belay in Tucson, AZ.